
 
Appendix C 
 
C9. SUSPENDED MATCHES 
 
C9.4. All suspended, tied or games not played shall be re-scheduled by the Tournament Director and the WBSC ASIA 
in order to resume them following the suspension order if applicable. The new schedule has to be officially approved in 
writing by the WBSC ASIA  highest representative before being released to all participants.  
 
C9.5. If there are difficulties concerning the closing date, only the games necessary to establish the final positions of the 
first three teams will be re-scheduled. No team shall be asked to play more than two games on the same day, unless 
the case warranted by exceptional circumstances and agreed upon by both teams affected by this measure. Would the 
exceptional circumstances persist and would any of the involved teams refuse to play two games on the same day, the 
WBSC ASIA highest representative has the authority officially to determine whether they must play or not and the team 
or teams will be under the obligation to do it if the decision of the WBSC ASIA highest representative establishes it as 
to be so. If the team or teams do not agree to play, they will lose the game by forfeit to appear. 
 
C9.6 After a match is suspended, Game Officials shall wait a maximum of sixty (60) minutes before deciding if to restart 
or to call a regulation game. In the event that the match has completed the third inning of the second game, the team 
that is head in the overall score wins. Overall score is intended as the total number of runs scored since the beginning 
of the game series. 
 
C9.7. If a play is in progress at the moment of a failure of the field’s lighting system and an additional action is impossible, 
the game is considered suspended. Whenever the lights are restored, the game shall continue in the same situation 
that existed at the beginning of the play which was interrupted due to lack of lighting. 
 


